Communicated by Prof. T. A. Springer at the meeting of September 30, 1978 1. Let V be a rational vector space of finite dimension, R C Hom (V, Q) a (reduced) root system which generates Hom (V, Q) and let we Aut (V) be the Weyl group of R. The purpose of this paper is to describe a class f/ w of irreducible representations of W. This class arises naturally in the study of representations of a reductive group over a finite field (see [7, § 8]) and can be conjecturally related with the set of unipotent classes in that reductive group. 2. Let E be an irreducible representation of W (over O). We shall associate with E two polynomials PE(X), PE(X) with rational coefficients in an indeterminate X. Consider the graded W-module S = It~o St, where S is the graded algebra of polynomial functions V l8lCl -+ Cl modulo the ideal generated by W-invariant polynomials vanishing at O. We set PE(X) = It~o ntXt where nt is the multiplicity with which E occurs in the W-module St. Let G be the adjoint Chevalley group over k (an algebraic closure of the prime field F p) with root system R. Let G(q) 
a (reduced) root system which generates Hom (V, Q) and let we Aut (V) be the Weyl group of R. The purpose of this paper is to describe a class f/ w of irreducible representations of W. This class arises naturally in the study of representations of a reductive group over a finite field (see [7, § 8] ) and can be conjecturally related with the set of unipotent classes in that reductive group.
Let E be an irreducible representation of W (over O). We shall associate with E two polynomials PE(X), PE(X) with rational coefficients
in an indeterminate X. Consider the graded W-module S = It~o St, where S is the graded algebra of polynomial functions V l8lCl -+ Cl modulo the ideal generated by W-invariant polynomials vanishing at O. We set PE(X) = It~o ntXt where nt is the multiplicity with which E occurs in the W-module St. Let G be the adjoint Chevalley group over k (an algebraic closure of the prime field F p) with root system R. Let G(q) be the group of Fq-rational points of G (with respect to the standard Fq-rational st ruct ure of G), where F q is the subfield of k with q elements. Let us fix a homomorphism h:Cl[X]* -+Cl (Cl[X]*=integral closure of Cl [x] ) such that h(X) = q. It is known [2] that h gives rise to a 1 to 1 correspondence E f-+ E a between the set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible representations of Wand the set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible representations of G(q) occuring in Ind~l~: (l) . where B is a Borel subgroup of G defined over Fa and B(q) is its group of Fa-rational points. The dimension of E a is independent of the choice of h. and equals PE(q) where PE(X) is a well-defined polynomial with rational coefficients. independent of q.
The polynomials PB(X) (also called "generic degrees") have been computed in all cases (see [1] and the references there). The polynomials PE(X) have been also computed in all cases (see [3] and the references there).
Let us write where v(W) is the number of reflections in W.
In general, for E E f/ w , the constant YE (=coefficient of XOB in PE(X)) is equal to 1. (This is an empirical observation.) 3 . We now review a construction of [8] which generalizes a construction of I. G. Macdonald [9] . Let W' be a subgroup of W. We can decompose 
We may regard the two sides of this inequality as polynomials in q with rational coefficients. Since this inequality is true for an arbitrary prime power q, the polynomials in the left hand side must have a degree not bigger than that in the right hand side. This proves (4.1). A similar proof shows that, with the assumptions of the Proposition, we have
5. We shall now describe the set !7w for each irreducible W. (Here we make use of the results of [1] , [3] , see also the references there.)
Type An-I. Any irreducible representation E of W is in !7w, since it is of the form j~I(ewI) for some I C II. We have also PE(X) =PE(X). Let (/>n,l be the set of arrays of integers :>°A 2 (m arbitrary), modulo the equiva-lence relation given by The representations of a Weyl group of type E 6 , E 7 or E g will be denoted as in Frame [4, 5] Assume that p = char k is sufficiently large (with respect to the type of G). Let u E G be a unipotent element and let A(u) be the group of components of the centralizer of u. To u and to the identity representation of A(u), Springer [11] associates an irreducible representation of W; the tensor product of this representation with the sign representation will be denoted (!u (this agrees with the notation of [8] . For example, when U= I, we have (!u=ew. The map u -+ (!u defines an injective map from the set of unipotent conjugacy classes in G to the set of irreducible representations of W.
Type B n (or On
Let I C II and let v be an unipotent element in LI. There exists a nonempty open subset of U I such that for x in this subset, the G-conjugacy class of vx is independent of x. Let u=vx (with x is this subset). Following [8] we say that the unipotent conjugacy class of u in G is "induced" by the class of v in LI. Let (Note that aEl=24. ) 9'w contains a unique representation E with aE=25. This must be equal to j~I(EI) where WI is of type E 6 and E 1 is the reflection representation of WI tensored by the sign representation. (Note that as, = 25.) 9'w contains a unique representation E with aE=26. This must be equal to j~I(EI) where WI is of type E 6 x Al and E 1 is the reflection representation of E 6 tensored by the sign representation of E6 x AI. (Note that aE l = 25+ 1 = 26.)
9'w contains a unique representation E with aE=46. This must be equal to j~I(EI) where WI is of type E 7 and E 1 is the reflection representation of WI tensored by the sign representation. (Note that aEl =46.)
It is then enough to show that each of the two representations 9'w with aE=21 and each of the two representations in 9'w with aE=14 are of the form j~I(EI) for some I; II and some E 1 E 9'wr Consider the unipotent elements u, u' in G with Dynkin diagrams [11, (4.4) ], one can show that the trace of a reflection on ev equals 2 -n. It follows that €!v is the reflection representation tensored with the sign representation of the Weyl group. Now let G be of type E 7 and let I C II be such that Wt is of type Dr> x AI. Consider a unipotent element VI E L r whose projection to PSOlo(k) is the V considered above and whose projection to PGL 2(k) is the identity. Let Ul be a unipotent element in G induced by VI. We have {3(Ul)= {3(UI) = = {3(Vl) = 14. But G contains a unique unipotent class whose {3 equals 14. Thus UI is conjugate to UI. We have 8. We now assume that W is irreducible. Let IX E R be the root corresponding to the highest coroot. If 1 S; II u {-IX} , we denote by W 1 the subgroup of W generated by the reflections with respect to the roots in 1.
For each E I E .9 wi , it makes sense to consider j~1(EI). The set of all irreducible representations of W (up to isomorphism) of the form j~1(EI) for some 1~II V {-<x} and some E 1 E 9' w 1 will be denoted 9'w. For each E E 9'w we define
We have always 9'w:> 9'w; the inclusion is strict unless W is of type .A. Let us describe the set 9'w in the case of Weyl groups of classical type.
Type B«. 9'w consists of those representations E A (A E lP n .1) for which For type B n , we associate to E A E 9'w (see (8.1) ) the partition of 2n+ I with parts 2A1 + I + «51 < 2Pl -I + «5~< 2A2 -I + «52 < ... < <21.e-2i+3+15t<2/lC-2i+ I +«5~<21.e+1-2i+ I +«51+1< '" < o otherwise Using (8.1) we see that this partition is well defined and it has the property that every even part ¥= 0 occurs an even number of times; hence there is a well defined unipotent element UA E S02n+I(k) (up to conjugacy) whose Jordan cells have sizes given by the parts of this partition.
For type On, we associate to E A E f/ w (see (8.2) ; we assume as we may, that Al= 0) the partition of 2n with parts 2fll +(h<2;'2-2+<5~<2fl2-2+<52< .•. <: (1 <i<m)
Using (8.2) we see that this partition is well defined and it has the property that every odd part occurs an even number of times; hence there is a well defined unipotent element UA E Sp2n(k) (up to conjugacy) whose Jordan cells have sizes given by the parts of this partition. For type D«, we associate to E A E f/w (see (8.3) ) the partition of 2n with parts 2AI + 1 +dl<;2fll-l +d~<;2;'2-1+d2<... <; <;2At -2i + 3 + dt<;2fl' -2i + 1 + <5~<;2At+l -2i + 1 + dHl <;'" <; <;2flm-2m+ 1 +d;" u={3(u) and~(eu) = jA(u)l.
